RESTAURANT CAMP
This week we turned the science classrooms into SF Day’s hot new restaurant: Around the World! To prepare for our grand opening, we decided on a restaurant theme and name, did lots of research on recipes, and worked together to figure out how to make them work from the classroom. The CITs were instrumental in leading their teams through this week, helping with problem-solving, creating the recipes, clean-up, and the many trips to the staff room for supplies.
In the end, we were able to create a three-course meal of spring rolls, sushi, and cheesecake, with drinks and dips to boot. View the bonus recipes we made earlier this week at this link. Thank you to everyone who came to dine with us at Around the World on Friday! Don’t hesitate to get in touch with Jun if you would like any of the other recipes.

NOTES FROM THE INSTRUCTOR

DOLPHIN SPORTS
Wow! What an active and busy week we had with sports camp. Campers showed their grit in some familiar sports such as soccer, basketball and baseball. We also played some new games like ship shark shore, blue blocks bowling, and an obstacle course! To round the week off we even did a water balloon version of capture the flag - it was so fun in the sun! Everyone showed great teamwork and flexibility, especially when we designed our team uniforms and came up with a group symbol_badge. The way that these campers and CIT members showed up for each other and gave everything their best effort made for a great experience - GO SFSC!

MAKER CAMP
Maker campers had so much fun creating and making this week! Some of the projects included making castles, dragons, catapults, snake repelling helmets, marble mazes, boats, robots, pets, and their very own “magnificent” things. Some of these projects campers invented on their own and others were collaborated with their new friends. It was so much fun seeing how imaginative our maker campers are!